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Read Online Asia South Century Twentieth War And Freedom Life
When somebody should go to the book stores, search opening by shop, shelf by shelf, it is essentially problematic. This is why we oﬀer the ebook compilations in this website. It will unquestionably ease you to look guide Asia South Century Twentieth War And Freedom Life as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you in point of fact want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps in your method can be every best place within net connections. If you set sights on to download and install the Asia South Century Twentieth War And
Freedom Life, it is enormously simple then, past currently we extend the member to buy and make bargains to download and install Asia South Century Twentieth War And Freedom Life as a result simple!

KEY=CENTURY - JUNE SHANNON
HONG KONG AND THE COLD WAR
ANGLO-AMERICAN RELATIONS 1949-1957
Oxford University Press on Demand After 1949, the British Empire in Hong Kong was more vulnerable than the lack of Chinese demand for return and the success of Hong Kong's economic transformations might have suggested. Its vulnerability stemmed as much from Britain's imperial decline and
America's Cold War requirements as from a Chinese threat. It culminated in the little known '1957 Question', a year when the British position in Hong Kong appeared more uncertain than any time since 1949.This is the ﬁrst scholarly study that places Hong Kong at the heart of the Anglo-American
relationship in the wider context of the Cold War in Asia. Unlike existing works, which tend to treat British and US policies in isolation, this book explores their dynamic interactions - how the two allies perceived, responded to, and attempted to inﬂuence each other's policies and actions. It also provides a
major reinterpretation of Hong Kong's involvement in the containment of China. Dr Mark arguesthat, concerned about possible Chinese retaliation, the British insisted and the Americans accepted that Hong Kong's role should be as discreet and non-confrontational in nature as possible. Above all, top
decision-makers in Washington evaluated Hong Kong's signiﬁcance not in its own right, but inthe context of the Anglo-American relationship: Hong Kong was seen primarily as a bargaining chip to obtain British support for US policy elsewhere in Asia.By using a variety of British and US archival material
as well as Chinese sources, Dr Mark examines how the British and US government discussed, debated, and disagreed over Hong Kong's role in the Cold War, and reveals the dynamics of the Anglo-American alliance and the dilemmas of small allies in a global conﬂict.

PROPAGANDA IN TWENTIETH CENTURY WAR AND POLITICS
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY
Magill Bibliographies Substantially describes and often summarizes books, articles, and movies mainly focusing on the nations and states that took part in the two world wars and drove the subsequent political and social changes. The entries were chosen to represent a sampling of the variety of
propaganda theory and practice. Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR

FREEDOM IN THE WORLD 2018
THE ANNUAL SURVEY OF POLITICAL RIGHTS AND CIVIL LIBERTIES
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Freedom in the World is the standard-setting comparative assessment of global political rights and civil liberties. The methodology of this survey is derived in large measure from the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and these standards are applied to all countries and
territories.

PACIFIC CENTURY
THE EMERGENCE OF MODERN PACIFIC ASIA
Westview Press Looking at both Southeast and East Asia, this richly illustrated third edition stresses broad, cross-cutting themes of regional history, with an emphasis on the interactions between cultures and nations.

WAR, JOURNALISM AND THE SHAPING OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
teNeues Henry Nevison was a renowned British war correspondent (1856 - 1941) who keenly observed the dramatic political and military conﬂicts of his day. This book is the ﬁrst major biography, drawing together his commentary over a period of ﬁfty years. In diaries and print , Nevinson tracked wars
from Greece to South Africa and covered the key events of the First World War. He exposed slavery in the Portuguese Empire, championed women's suﬀrage, struggles in Ireland and the Balkans and visited Palestine, Iraq and the US in the 1920s. Nevinson's original perspectives help to explain the
modern world order and the political conﬂicts of today.

RELIGION AND SOCIETY IN TWENTIETH-CENTURY BRITAIN
Pearson Education Providing a comprehensive account of religion in British society and culture between 1900 and 2000, this book traces how Christian Puritanism and respectability framed the people amidst world wars, economic depressions, and social protest.

GLOBAL TRENDS 2030
ALTERNATIVE WORLDS
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform This publication covers global megatrends for the next 20 years and how they will aﬀect the United States. This is the ﬁfth installment in the National Intelligence Council's series aimed at providing a framework for thinking about possible futures and their
implications. The report is intended to stimulate strategic thinking about the rapid and vast geopolitical changes characterizing the world today and possible global trajectories during the next 15-20 years by identifying critical trends and potential discontinuities. The authors distinguish between
megatrends, those factors that will likely occur under any scenario, and game-changers, critical variables whose trajectories are far less certain. NIC 2012-001. Several innovations are included in Global Trends 2030, including: a review of the four previous Global Trends reports, input from academic and
other experts around the world, coverage of disruptive technologies, and a chapter on the potential trajectories for the US role in the international system and the possible the impact on future international relations. Table of Contents: Introduction 1 Megatrends 6 Individual Empowerment 8 Poverty
Reduction 8 An Expanding Global Middle Class 8 Education and the Gender Gap 10 Role of Communications Technologies 11 Improving Health 11 A MORE CONFLICTED IDEOLOGICAL LANDSCAPE 12 Diﬀusion of Power 15 THE RISE AND FALL OF COUNTRIES: NOT THE SAME OLD STORY 17 THE LIMITS OF
HARD POWER IN THE WORLD OF 2030 18 Demographic Patterns 20 Widespread Aging 20 Shrinking Number of Youthful Countries 22 A New Age of Migration 23 The World as Urban 26 Growing Food, Water, and Energy Nexus 30 Food, Water, and Climate 30 A Brighter Energy Outlook 34 Game-Changers
38 The Crisis-Prone Global Economy 40 The Plight of the West 40 Crunch Time Too for the Emerging Powers 43 A Multipolar Global Economy: Inherently More Fragile? 46 The Governance Gap 48 Governance Starts at Home: Risks and Opportunities 48 INCREASED FOCUS ON EQUALITY AND OPENNESS 53
NEW GOVERNMENTAL FORMS 54 A New Regional Order? 55 Global Multilateral Cooperation 55 The Potential for Increased Conﬂict 59 INTRASTATE CONFLICT: CONTINUED DECLINE 59 Interstate Conﬂict: Chances Rising 61 Wider Scope of Regional Instability 70 The Middle East: At a Tipping Point 70 South
Asia: Shocks on the Horizon 75 East Asia: Multiple Strategic Futures 76 Europe: Transforming Itself 78 Sub-Saharan Africa: Turning a Corner by 2030? 79 Latin America: More Prosperous but Inherently Fragile 81 The Impact of New Technologies 83 Information Technologies 83 AUTOMATION AND
MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES 87 Resource Technologies 90 Health Technologies 95 The Role of the United States 98 Steady US Role 98 Multiple Potential Scenarios for the United States' Global Role 101 Alternative Worlds 107 Stalled Engines 110 FUSION 116 Gini-out-of-the-Bottle 122 Nonstate
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World 128 Acknowledgements 134 GT2030 Blog References 137 Audience: Appropriate for anyone, from businesses to banks, government agencies to start-ups, the technology sector to the teaching sector, and more. This publication helps anticipate where the world will be: socially, politically,
technologically, and culturally over the next few decades. Keywords: Global Trends 2030 Alternative Worlds, global trends 2030, Global Trends series, National Intelligence Council, global trajectories, global megatrends, geopolitics, geopolitical changes

LIBERAL FORCES IN TWENTIETH CENTURY YUGOSLAVIA
MEMOIRS OF LADISLAV BEVC
Peter Lang Liberal Forces in Twentieth Century Yugoslavia: Memoirs of Ladislav Bevc spans 80 years of his professional and political life: from the early years of his childhood in the large family of a civil servant, to his studies in Vienna and the interruption of his professional career by military service at
the Eastern and Western front under the detested Austrian ﬂag, to a ﬂourishing career in the liberated homeland of Yugoslavia. Born in Skocijan, Slovenia, he graduated as a civil engineer from the Technical University in Vienna. In World War I, he served on the front in Russia and France. Following the
war, Ladislav Bevc focused his life on politics, civic organizations, and the engineering profession. In Ljubljana, he served as a city councilman and was active in civic and academic aﬀairs. He helped establish a new University and resisted Communist subversion in the Sokol Patriotic Gymnast
Association. Following the German invasion in World War II, he joined the resistance movement of General Dragoljub Mihajlovich, which led to encounters with the Gestapo and eventual political emigration. In 1949, he immigrated to California, where he remained active in the eﬀorts to liberate
Yugoslavia from the Communists and rescued his family, who had been held hostage. In the free world, he organized the Slovenian liberal émigrés in the Slovenian Democratic Party and was instrumental in rebuilding the Yugoslav Sokol in the Free World. He practiced civil engineering in the United
States, where he was elected Fellow of the American Society of Civil Engineers. He died on November 29, 1988.

CHINA AND SOUTHEAST ASIA
MYTHS, THREATS AND CULTURE
World Scientiﬁc All this is not surprising, even understandable. But the danger of exaggeration to the point where eﬀorts to predict what China and the Chinese will do become merely alarmist, and the predictions become self-fulﬁlling, has to be guarded against.

STEEL AND BLOOD
SOUTH VIETNAMESE ARMOR AND THE WAR FOR SOUTHEAST ASIA
Naval Inst Press Provides a detailed account of the Vietnam War from the perspective of the South Vietnamese armor forces.

ASIA'S UNKNOWN UPRISINGS VOLUME 1
SOUTH KOREAN SOCIAL MOVEMENTS IN THE 20TH CENTURY
PM Press Using social movements as a prism to illuminate the oft-hidden history of 20th-century Korea, this book provides detailed analysis of major uprisings that have patterned that country’s politics and society. From the 1894 Tonghak Uprising through the March 1, 1919, independence movement
and anti-Japanese resistance, a direct line is traced to the popular opposition to U.S. division of Korea after World War Two. The overthrow of Syngman Rhee in 1960, resistance to Park Chung-hee, the 1980 Gwangju Uprising, as well as student, labor, and feminist movements are all recounted with
attention to their economic and political contexts. South Korean opposition to neoliberalism is portrayed in detail, as is an analysis of neoliberalism’s rise and eﬀects. With a central focus on the Gwangju Uprising (that ultimately proved decisive in South Korea’s democratization), the author uses Korean
experiences as a baseboard to extrapolate into the possibilities of global social movements in the 21st century. Previous English-language sources have emphasized leaders—whether Korean, Japanese, or American. This book emphasizes grassroots crystallization of counter-elite dynamics and notes
how the intelligence of ordinary people surpasses that of political and economic leaders holding the reins of power. It is the ﬁrst volume in a two-part study that concludes by analyzing in rich detail uprisings in nine other places: the Philippines, Burma, Tibet, China, Taiwan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Thailand,
and Indonesia. Richly illustrated, with tables, charts, graphs, index, and endnotes.

A WAR OF NERVES
SOLDIERS AND PSYCHIATRISTS IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
It reaches back to the moment when the technologies of modern warfare and the disciplines of psychology and medicine ﬁrst confronted each other on the Western Front, and traces their uneasy relationship through the eras of shell-shock, combat fatigue, and post-traumatic stress disorder."--BOOK
JACKET.

ROOTS OF CONFRONTATION IN SOUTH ASIA
AFGHANISTAN, PAKISTAN, INDIA, AND THE SUPERPOWERS
New York : Oxford University Press Analyzes the region of South Asia, its peoples, their cultural heritage and their historic struggles. Wolpert examines India's cultural background, investigates the Universal Brotherhood of Islam and ﬁnds conﬂicting religious beliefs which, along with territorial claims, has
kept South Asia divided against itself. He asserts that American policy in South Asia has contributed to increased fragmentation and destabilization of this complex region.

THE POLITICS OF TRANSPORT IN TWENTIETH-CENTURY FRANCE
McGill-Queen's Press - MQUP Few aspects of economic development have had such a widespread or profound impact on the reshaping of contemporary France as transportation. As a result, transport policy has brought many of the major social forces into conﬂict. Monopolistic railway companies, closely
aligned with the banks, combated the defenders of the regions and small towns. The ﬁercely independent truckers and barge-haulers, proponents of the small family ﬁrm, collided with the forces of the state. Apostles of the transatlantic gospel of free enterprise and technical progress clashed with
supporters of a planned, socialist society.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND THE PATH TO FREEDOM
1870 TO THE PRESENT
Cambridge University Press A new framework for measuring the evolution of human development and wellbeing in the modern world.

POWER COMPETITION IN EAST ASIA
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FROM THE OLD CHINESE WORLD ORDER TO THE POST-COLD WAR REGIONAL MULTIPOLARITY
Palgrave Macmillan In Power Competition in East Asia, Suisheng Zhao provides the ﬁrst in-depth, comprehensive analysis of international relations in this part of the world. With a focus on the political economy of the region and a special emphasis on security issues, Zhao provides a theoretical survey of
the trends in East Asian international relations throughout history. He investigates crucial events in the history of the area, from the decay of the Chinese world order in the nineteenth century, to the vanishing of superpower rivalry and the emergence of a regional multipolarity in the post-Cold War era.
By viewing the region through such a historical sweep, Power Competition in East Asia serves as a systematic resource for anyone interested in the evolution of power relations in one of the most dynamic areas in the world today.

STALIN'S WARS
FROM WORLD WAR TO COLD WAR, 1939-1953
Yale University Press This breakthrough book provides a detailed reconstruction of Stalin’s leadership from the outbreak of the Second World War in 1939 to his death in 1953. Making use of a wealth of new material from Russian archives, Geoﬀrey Roberts challenges a long list of standard perceptions
of Stalin: his qualities as a leader; his relationships with his own generals and with other great world leaders; his foreign policy; and his role in instigating the Cold War. While frankly exploring the full extent of Stalin’s brutalities and their impact on the Soviet people, Roberts also uncovers evidence
leading to the stunning conclusion that Stalin was both the greatest military leader of the twentieth century and a remarkable politician who sought to avoid the Cold War and establish a long-term detente with the capitalist world. By means of an integrated military, political, and diplomatic narrative,
the author draws a sustained and compelling personal portrait of the Soviet leader. The resulting picture is fascinating and contradictory, and it will inevitably change the way we understand Stalin and his place in history. Roberts depicts a despot who helped save the world for democracy, a personal
charmer who disciplined mercilessly, a utopian ideologue who could be a practical realist, and a warlord who undertook the role of architect of post-war peace.

AT WAR
Actarbirkhauser Entirely invariable, war is a phenomena that displays certain familiar characteristics that emerge before and during the actual manifestation of violence. This survey of a century of conﬂict begins with the early twentieth century and ends with the current state of warfare.

INTERNATIONAL HISTORY OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
Psychology Press This major global history of the twentieth century is written by four prominent international historians for ﬁrst-year undergraduate level and upward. Using their thematic and regional expertise, the authors cover events in Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Africa and the Americas from the
last century and beyond. Among the areas this book covers are: the decline of European hegemony over the international order; the diﬀusion of power to the two superpowers; the rise of newly independent states in Asia and Africa; and, the course and consequences of the major global conﬂicts of the
twentieth century. This second edition is thoroughly updated, and includes extended coverage of European integration, the rise of supra-governmental organizations, and the 'global War on Terror'.

TURBULENCE IN THE PACIFIC
JAPANESE-U.S. RELATIONS DURING WORLD WAR I
Greenwood Publishing Group Explores the relationship between the United States and Japan during the First World War, and examines the ideological dichotomy between Wilsonian idealistic universalism and Japan's particularistic regionalism in East Asia.

GLOBAL TRENDS 2030
ALTERNATIVE WORLDS : A PUBLICATION OF THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE COUNCIL
U.S. Government Printing Oﬃce This report is intended to stimulate thinking about the rapid and vast geopolitical changes characterizing the world today and possible global trajectories over the next 15 years. As with the NIC's previous Global Trends reports, we do not seek to predict the future, which
would be an impossible feat, but instead provide a framework for thinking about possible futures and their implications. In-depth research, detailed modeling and a variety of analytical tools drawn from public, private and academic sources were employed in the production of Global Trends 2030. NIC
leadership engaged with experts in nearly 20 countries, from think tanks, banks, government oﬃces and business groups, to solicit reviews of the report.

WAR, REVOLUTION & BRITISH IMPERIALISM IN CENTRAL ASIA
ETHICS AND THE WAR ON TERRORISM
Wipf and Stock Publishers Dr. Kenneth Vaux, Professor of Theological Ethics at Garrett Evangelical Seminary, examines the U.S. led war on terrorism from an Abrahamic theological and ethical perspective. Vaux examines just-war theory and applies various traditions to the current war in Afghanistan.
His reﬂections range from holy war in the Hebrew scripture, the Qu'ran and Constantinian Christianity to the Crusades, Christian paciﬁsm, the American War of Independence, and 20th Century Wars (World Wars I and II, Vietnam, Somalia, Bosnia and the Israeli-Arab wars). Vaux ends with the fatal
trifurcation: the disjunction among Christianity, Islam and Judaism as the challenge before us.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH IN EARLY STUART ENGLAND
Cambridge University Press Attending to the importance of context and decorum, this major contribution to Ideas in Context recovers a tradition of free speech that has been obscured in studies of the evolution of universal rights."--BOOK JACKET.

THE CERAMICS OF SOUTH-EAST ASIA
THEIR DATING AND IDENTIFICATION
MILITARISM AND WOMEN IN SOUTH ASIA
Virago Press The Book Traces The Course Of Militarism In Several South Asian States, With A More Detailed Account Of Women`S Experiences Of It In India, Pakistan, Bangladesh And Sri Lanka. Presents Not Only The Phenomenon Of Growing Militarinism In South Asia But All Its Ramiﬁcations Across The
Region From Feminist Perspective For The First Time.

NEW FRONTIERS IN FREE TRADE
GLOBALIZATION'S FUTURE AND ASIA'S RISING ROLE
Cato Institute Oﬀers compelling analysis of key trends that are signiﬁcantly shaping the future of free trade and international commerce and explores the spread of protectionist reactions to globalization, the swiftly rising market power of China and Asia.
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THE UNITED STATES AND EUROPE IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
Routledge This is an accessible examination of America's response to and involvement in the two World Wars, the Cold war and how the ever-increasing uniﬁcation of Europe and has aﬀected America's role and inﬂuence. This latest book in the Seminar Studies in History Series looks at US Reaction to
the rise of Nazi Germany, relationships with Europe during the Cold war and the structure of international power during and after the two world wars. For those interested in international relations during the twentieth century.

UNDERGROUND ASIA
GLOBAL REVOLUTIONARIES AND THE ASSAULT ON EMPIRE
Belknap Press Tim Harper shows on an epic scale how Asia's anti-imperial movements depended on global revolutionary networks, and he traces the lingering power of internationalist utopian dreams in the postcolonial world.

IMPERIAL JAPAN AND NATIONAL IDENTITIES IN ASIA, 1895-1945
Psychology Press The volume includes chapters on the Japanese imperial campaign in India, Tibet, Siberia, Mongolia, Korea, Manchukuo, China, Taiwan, Vietnam, Thailand, the Philippines, and Indonesia.

THE NEW ASIAN HEMISPHERE
THE IRRESISTIBLE SHIFT OF GLOBAL POWER TO THE EAST
Public Aﬀairs One of Asia's leading intellectuals illuminates what will be on the agenda as Western domination ends and the Asian renaissance impacts world politics, markets, and history

MON NATIONALISM AND CIVIL WAR IN BURMA
THE GOLDEN SHELDRAKE
Psychology Press A major contribution to the literature of Burmese history and politics, this book traces the rich and tragic history of the Mon people of Burma and Thailand, from the pre-colonial era to the present day. This vivid account of ethnic politics and civil war situates the story of Mon nationalism
within the 'big picture' of developments in Burma, Thailand and the region. Primarily an empirical study, it also addresses issues of identity and anticipates Burmese politics in the new millennium. A particular feature of the book is its ﬁrst-hand descriptions of insurgency and displacement, drawn from
the author's experiences as an aid worker in the war zone.

A FENCE AWAY FROM FREEDOM
JAPANESE AMERICANS AND WORLD WAR II
Putnam Publishing Group Interviews with Japanese Americans who were placed in internment camps during World War II reveal how they lost businesses, homes, and personal possessions

REPORTING THE WAR
FREEDOM OF THE PRESS FROM THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION TO THE WAR ON TERRORISM
Palgrave Macmillan Threats to freedom of the press and the need for democratic dialogue are always greatest in wartime. At a time when the debate over the role of the free press is as contentious as ever before, John Byrne Cooke, son of the veteran journalist Alistair Cooke, delivers a must-read
exploration of freedom of the press in wartime throughout American history. Reporting the War brings to life how the press has aﬀected the course of some, but not all, American wars, how the government has tried to suppress opposing opinion, how the press has struggled, and continues to struggle to
preserve the principles of the Founding Fathers. Cooke charts a fascinating journey from the American Revolution to the ongoing War on Terrorism.

QUERYING THE MEDIEVAL
TEXTS AND THE HISTORY OF PRACTICES IN SOUTH ASIA
Oxford University Press on Demand "Drawing on thinkers as diverse as V.N. Volosinov, R.G. Collingwood, and E. Laclau, this volume challenges the predominant idea of a text as "monological" both in its "authorist" and "contextualist" versions. The authors instead seek to understand texts as "dialogical"
moments in the relations that agents have with themselves and with other agents. From this perspective, each author is able to pry open a particular text and reveal the articulative relation that each has had with the world in which it was situated. The result is a revised look at the relationship between
history, national identity, and religion in medieval South Asia."--Jacket.

ASIAN GODFATHERS
MONEY AND POWER IN HONG KONG AND SOUTH-EAST ASIA
The economies of Hong Kong and south-east Asia are dominated by only forty or ﬁfty families. Their interests range from banking to property, from shipping to sugar, from gambling to lumber. At their peak, eight of the world's two dozen richest families were south-east Asian, yet they are largely
unknown outside the region. A complex mythology surrounds them, one which informs Asian views on culture, entrepreneurialism and economics. In this explosive account, Joe Studwell ﬁnds that the facts are even more remarkable than the myths, as he lifts the lid on a world of hypocrisy, power and
enormous wealth. Through the hidden lives of some mysterious and fascinating men, Studwell explores the broader economic and political issues facing a region of 500 million people: how the Asian tycoons took such a strong hold over their local economies, how they survived the Asian ﬁnancial crisis
that began in 1997, and what their endurance teaches us about the real state of the countries they live in.

REORIENT
GLOBAL ECONOMY IN THE ASIAN AGE
Univ of California Press "The great virtue of this stimulating book is its relentless push to redeﬁne our framework for thinking about the early modern economy. . . . A benchmark study."--R. Bin Wong,University of California, Irvine "Frank shows how Marx and Weber got it all wrong. A fundamental
rethinking of the rise of the West and the origin of the world-system. Absolutely essential to understanding world history."--Albert Bergesen,University of Arizona "The great virtue of this stimulating book is its relentless push to redeﬁne our framework for thinking about the early modern economy. . . . A
benchmark study."--R. Bin Wong,University of California, Irvine
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THE JAPANESE SIEGE OF TSINGTAU
WORLD WAR I IN ASIA
DEFENDING THE EMPIRE
THE CONSERVATIVE PARTY AND BRITISH DEFENCE POLICY, 1899-1915
Yale University Press Deference issues were of central importance in British politics in the years before the ﬁrst World War, as naval and military policy absorbed the attention of politicians of both parties. The growing menace to Briatin of the German Navy focused public attention on questions of naval
strength and home defense. However, the heavy cost of overhauling the British Empire’s stretched defenses clashed with the domestic political priorities of successive governments. This book is the ﬁrst scholarly work to examine the vigorous political debates over defense policy in this era from the
perspective of the Conservative party, who were in oﬃce from 1899 to 1905 and in opposition from 1905 to 1914. It focuses in particular on the ideas and actions of Arthur James Balfour, leader of the Conservative party from 1902 to 1911 Rhodri Williams assesses how eﬀective the Conservative
leadership was in realizing its policy objectives. By explaining the Conservatives’ approach to contemporary controversies over conscription and the construction of Dreadnoughts, he highlights the complexity o the problems facing British policymakers in the period after the Boer War when, against a
bleak ﬁnancial background, they sought to rationalize and strengthen the Empire’s defenses. The book is important for many reasons. It signiﬁcantly advances our understanding of the nature of Conservative politics in the early twentieth century. It sheds fresh light on one of the major areas of party
political contention in the Edwardian era. It gives us interesting information on Balfour and on a key period of his distinguished political career. And it oﬀers a new perspective on the process by which British defense policy ceased to revolve around the "Great Game” with Russia in Central Asia and came
increasingly to turn on Anglo-German naval rivalry in the North Sea.

THE SECOND INDOCHINA WAR
A CONCISE POLITICAL AND MILITARY HISTORY
Rowman & Littleﬁeld Publishers Now in a thoroughly revised edition, this inﬂuential book oﬀers a concise history of the "Vietnam War" as seen by all sides, not just from the American perspective. Retaining its invaluable account of the strategies, perspectives, and internal politics of the Vietnamese
Communists based on research in primary documents and interviews in Saigon and Hanoi, this completely updated and expanded edition incorporates the avalanche of documentation and secondary literature in both English and Vietnamese that has appeared over the past two decades. Distinguished
scholar William S. Turley traces the conﬂict from its origins in the colonial period to its aftermath and shows how the local, national, regional, and global layers of conﬂict blended into a single event of great complexity. He takes a refreshingly objective look at contentious issues and concludes with a
penetrating assessment of the claims, justiﬁcations, and "lessons" that scholars, statesmen, and strategists have advanced since the war's end. More information is available on the author's website.
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